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INTERVALS OF ELECTROHYDRODYNAMIC

RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY:

EFFECT OF A NORMAL PERIODIC FIELD

By
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United Arab Emirates University, Al-Ain, United Arab Emirates

Abstract. The intervals of electrohydrodynamic Rayleigh-Taylor instability influ-

enced by a periodic normal field are considered. It is shown that a linear model of

the interface is governed by Hill's differential equation. Characteristic values and

intervals of stability are discussed. The special case of Mathieu differential equation

type is obtained.

1. Introduction. Problems of electrohydrodynamic stability have been considered

by many authors. (See Melcher [1, 2], Woodson and Melcher [3], Mohamed and

Elshehawey [4, 5, 6], Elshehawey [7], Elshehawey et al. [8], El Dabe et al. [9], Mo-

hamed et al. [10, 11], and references cited there.) There are some physical situations

where one needs a limited band of wave numbers to achieve instability, and at the

same time for values of wave numbers less or greater than this band stability is re-

quired. For example, in biophysics [12], the cell membrane is formed by a number

of adjacent cells if they are subjected to a periodic field. Also the membrane breaks

down if a field at a given strength is applied to it. Also, if a force varying periodically

with time acts on a mass in such a manner that the force tends to move the mass

back into a position of equilibrium in proportion to the dislocation of the mass, one

might expect the mass to be confined to a neighborhood of the position of equilib-

rium. In particular, once the force is strong enough to achieve this effect, one would

expect a stronger force to be even more efficient for this purpose. An increase of

the restraining force may cause the mass to oscillate with wider and wider ampli-

tudes. The theory of the intervals of instability provides the precise description of

this phenomenon.

In the present paper, we shall confine ourselves to giving a general description

about the so-called regions of absolute stability, since in most of the previous cases

the results were based on numerical computations.
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2. Formulation of the problem. Consider two semi-infinite dielectric inviscid fluids

separated by the plane y = 0. The upper and lower densities of the fluids are p(']

and /?"', respectively. The fluids are influenced by a periodic electric field
p7I

(2),(1) _ f*f(2)A\
0 — 0 !(/)e f E{J)(t)E™(t)dt = 0, (2.1)

Jo

where e is the unit vector in the y-direction.

We shall consider all "functions (t) of class Pn which are defined by

: f '" = 1, (2-2)
Jo

where p = 1,2,3,..., or p = oo . If /? = oo , (2.2) means that

maxl^CO^'WNl- (2-3)

We assume that E(0]\t)E[02\t) is continuous except for a finite number of points

where E^l\t)E^\t) may have a jump. We dimensionalise the various quantities us-

ing the characteristic length L = (T/p{[)g){/2 and the characteristic time (L/g)1/2.

The motion considered here is irrotational and there exists a velocity potential q>

such that v — \/cp .

The velocity potential <p satisfies the equation

q2 (2), (1) r,2 (2), (1)

(2.4)
Ox dy

such that

|V<?(2)|-+0 as v —► oo, (2.5)

|V^ll)| — 0 as y —+ — oo. (2.6)

The surface deflection is expressed as

y = Z{x,t), (2.7)

and
e ,z2 , ., —1/2 , E2 , N —1/2 ox

n - — ~ ~^x + 1) ev + Gx + 1) ey ' (2-8)

is the unit normal n to the surface and F = 0 is the equation to the surface of

separation.

The condition that the interface is moving with the fluid leads to

= 0 at y = {;. (2.9)

We assume that the quasi-static approximation is valid and we introduce the elec-

trostatic potential 4>(2,'(l) such that

E(2).(i) = _ v»j#<2>.(0 (2.10)

Therefore the differential equation satisfied by 4>(2) is the Laplace equation

a2ll/(2), (1) o2Vt/(2),(1)
——+ —~^ = 0, (2-11)

Ox dy
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along with the following boundary conditions:

(a) The tangential component of the electric field is continuous at the interface

n A (E(2) — E(1) = 0 at y = £, (2.12)

which leads to

{x(^)-^')) + (^,-^)) = <fX(£j2)-41)) at y = £. (2.13)

(b) The normal electric displacement is continuous at the interface y = £(x, t) :

n ■ (e(2)E(2) - e(I)E(1)) = 0 at y = {, (2.14)

and hence,

{.(e12)^21 - £(iyY") - (e(2)^2) - e'V,,") = 0, at y = £, (2.15)

where e(2) (1) is the dielectric constant.

(c) The normal hydrodynamic stress is balanced by the normal electric stress. The

balance condition is then [2]

f? - Pf? + (!-/»)€ + - Pff) + ~ Pff)
= ^(l+^r3/2-^(e(2)42)(0^2)-e(1)4')(0^1))

_ i (?(2)T(2)2 _ -oytfj + , (~(2y _ ?(.y }

+ 2^xE\lmE(2\t)^-eWE^\t)^)

-2£ (g (2)*j'(2)4'(2) _ g Ovj/C'vpC)

- Z2xE'\el2)E™\t) - e(1)4,)2(0) + 2E*£{e{2)E(2){t)¥(2) - eWE^{t)^])

+^(?(X)2-e^1^1)2)-^(?(X)2-e~(,X,)2)

- ^£*(e(2)42)(0^12) - e(1)£o'(O^0)

+ 2$l(e{2)V(2)¥2) - e{Wy^) + 0(£), at y = {(x, t). (2.16)

Equations (2.4)—(2.16) will be solved using the method of multiple scale [13],

We introduce the scales X and Tn defined by

Xn = e"x, Tn — e"t. (2.17)

We may also expand £,, *J>(2)-(I) and <p(2)'{i) in the form

3

t{x,t) = 'EieHZ„(Xo,Xl,X2> To> T\> T2) + 0(e4), (2.18)
n= 1

3

^2)Al)(x,y,t) = Y^en^n2hii)(X0,Xl,X2-y; T0, Tx, T2) + 0(e4), (2.19)

n=I

3

<p(2)'W{x,y,t) = Y,en<P(?AX)(X0,Xx,X2-y- T0, Tx, T2) + 0(e4), (2.20)
n=I
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substituting from Eqs. (2.18)—(2.20) into (2.4)—(2.16) and equating coefficients of

like powers of e .

The problem considered here is of the intervals of the linear electrohydrodynamic

stability of a single interface stressed by a normal periodic electric field. The effect

of nonlinearity on the problem at hand will not be discussed here and it will be the

subject of a subsequent paper.

The solutions of the first order problem for travelling waves with respect to the

variable X0 that decays far from the interface are:

= D{Xl , X2; t)e'kX° + D(Xl , X2 ; t)e~ikX°, (2.21)

rr* r(2)/.w~(2) ~(1)\

y'2' = ° L m , X2; t)e'kX°~ky - De~ikX°~ky], (2.22)

(e + £ )
r.* 17(1) / ,W~(2) ~(lk

VF(.1) = 0 £ [£>(X. , X2; t)eikX°+ky + De~ikX°+ky], (2.23)

(c + £l ')

(2) 1 3D ikX0-kv 1 dD — ikXn—ky

=~k~are ~ kl}te ■ {22A)

(1) 1 dD ikx„+ky , 1 dD —jkXf.+ky n
= k~dTe + k^7e ' (2'25)

d2D

dt2 (l+/>)

kE*2E{0i](t)E^\t)(si2] - e(")2

^ P ^ ~(2\ 1)
(E + £

D — 0. (2.26)

As a special case of Eq. (2.26), the well-known dispersion relation, if we replace

the periodic electric field by a constant field, we get the same result given by [4] for

the linear system, where

/  & F

K= vp - l(cosh dP + sinh 6r), sinh dr = —.f v £ E E 2^J^\

and
r2(e(2)-fi(1))2

(?(2)+£(I)) '

3. Hill's equation. We put Eq. (2.26) in the standard form

f)2n
^ + [X + Q(t)]D = 0, (3.1)
dt

+ <3'2'

Q{t) = pE(^\t)E(2\t), (3.3)
, 2 j7*2/~(2) ~(1)v2

fi = ~ (£h2) £hi , <2(f + K) = C(0, (3.4)
(1 + p)(e + e )

where A is a parameter depending on ratio density p and wave number k . Here,

/? < 0 and Q(t) is a real periodic function of t with period n .

where,
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Here, we determine the values of A for which the solutions of Hill's equation (3.1)

are stable. (See [14, 15, 16, 17] and references cited there.) Following the methods

of Magnus and Winkler [16], one can show that, for the given Hill's equation (3.1)

there belong two monotonically increasing infinite sequences of real numbers

/.(), A,, A^> ... * (3.5)

and

a;, a;, a;, a;,..., (3.6)

such that Eq. (3.1) has a solution of period n iff A = Xn , n = 0,1,2,..., and a

solution of period In iff A = k'n , n = 1,2,3, 

The A and A' satisfy the inequalities

and the relations

A0 < A' < A'2 < A, < A, < A', < Al < A, < A4 < ■ • • (3.7)

lim A„' =0, lira (A') 1 = 0. (3.8)
n—KX) n n—+ oo n

The solutions of (3.1) are stable in the intervals

(A0, A',), (A'.,, A,), (A2, A'3), (A;,A3), .... (3.9)

At the end points of these intervals the solutions of (3.1) are, in general, unstable.

This is always true for A = A0 . The solutions of (3.1) are stable for A = A2n+1 or

A = A2n+2 iff A2n+1 = ^2«+2' anc* theY are stable for A = A, , or A = A2n+2 iff

A2n+1 = A2n+2. For complex values of A, Eq. (3.1) always has unstable solutions and

it cannot happen here (see Eq. (3.2)).

The An are the roots of the equation A(A) = 2 and the A'w are those of A(A) = -2 ,

where

A(A) — D, X) + D'2{n, X). (3.10)

The interval of instability (-oo, A0) will always be present (called the zeroth in-

terval of instability), and we define (A'j , A'0) as the first interval of instability.

We observe that neither an interval of stability nor an interval of instability can

ever shrink to a point. The intervals of stability can never disappear, but two of

them can combine to a single one if A2n+| = A2n+2 or A2n+1 = A2 2. However,

the intervals of instability (with the exception of the zeroth interval) may disappear

altogether. This takes place if Q(t) = /?(t)E^\t) is a constant (i.e., for the case

of the constant normal electric field given by [4]).

A region in the real A, /? plane will be called a region of absolute stability for

functions of class p , if, for any point in this region, (3.1) will have stable solutions

for all functions Q{t) = where Eg2\t)Eg\t) belongs to the class p.
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Let n — 0, 1,2,  The region of absolute stability for functions E0 (t)E0 (?)

of class one is bounded by the curves

1l\fX, 4(n+l)VX .
i = ±   ct8

2 (n+ 1)

2 * / , x 2
n < A < (« + 1) .

^ = ±2A(l-^, A > 1, n > \ , (3-H)

X = 0 for n = 0, (i.e., p = I + k2),

and is such that none of these curves is contained in its interior.

The open region bounded by these curves is maximal; for any point outside or

on the boundary of this region, there exists a function E{0\t)E(0l\t) of class one

such that not all solutions of (3.1) are bounded. Also, let m be a real variable,

0 < m2 < 1 , and let

rn/1 ds rn/2 t ^ 9
M = / 0 \J\ - m sin sds. (3.12)

Jo VI - m sin s Jo

Then the curves defined for n = 0, 1, 2, ... , by

0n+l = ±8.3-1/V2(« + l)2M[M2(m2 - 1 ) + 2ME{2- m2)-3E2]l/2, (3.13)

Xtt+l =4n~2{n+ l)2[M2(m2- \) + 2ME], A>0, (3.14)

bound the region of absolute stability of the functions of class two. The boundary

points do not belong to the region, since for

X + pE(2\t)E(^\t) = 4 n'2(n + l)27tf2(l + m2)

- %n 2{n 4- 1 sn2(2(« + 1 )Mt/n), (3.15)

the differential equation (3.1) has only one periodic solution (and, therefore, at least

one unbounded solution).

The periodic solution (with period n or 2it) is

Dp = snt, t = 2(n + l)Mt/ii, (3.16)

where sn r is the Jacobian elliptic function with module m and period 4M .

Also, for the functions of class oo , the region of absolute stability is bounded by

the curves

W„.l + + 111

= + 1)]. (3.17)

where n = 0, 1,2,..., and where the region does not contain any one of these

curves in its interior. If one of the square roots should be imaginary, the functions

tg and ctg have to be replaced by the corresponding hyperbolic functions, i.e.,

,4^ (1 - p + k2)2(e{2) + e{{])2
E >——' ( 1

Also, if a and b are real numbers and

a <X +pE(2\t)E^\t) < b2, (3.19)
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then the solutions of (3.1) will be stable for all possible X + PE^\t)E^\t) satisfying
2 2

this condition if and only if the interval {a~ , b ) does not contain the square of an

integer.

4. Mathieu equation. If we take X — k/( 1 + p)( 1 - p + k2) as (3.2) and

E™(t)E{0l)(t) = co$2t, (4.1)

+k2E*\p2) -e(l))-

2(1 +p)(I{2] + £(1))
(4.2)

Eq. (3.1) becomes

f) ̂  D
—T + [X - 2q cos 2t]D = 0, (4.3)
dt

which is the Mathieu differential equation [18].

According to Floquet's theorem [17], the general periodic solution of the Mathieu

differential equation given by (4.3) can be written as

Dp(Xl ,X2,t) = Fl(Xl, X2, )ef"H(t) + F2{Xl, X^e'"'H(-t), (4.4)

where H(t) is a periodic function in t of period 2n or n , ^(A-, , X2), F2(X,, X2)

are arbitrary constants and p is a parameter given by the following relation

sin2 ipn = A(0) sin2 \n\[X, (4.5)

where A(0) is an infinite Hill's determinant depending on X and q (see Ref. [18]),

which can take the following form

. 7T/12 Ctg i7Z:A2

( } ~ "" 4y/k(X- 1) ' (4'6)

It is seen from Eq. (4.4) that if p is pure imaginary, the solution for Dp will be

bounded as t —» oo and the system is stable. The characteristic curves of the Mathieu

functions and the regions of stability and instability are discussed in [18]. In the

(A, q) plane, the regions in which the values of X and q yield imaginary values for

p. These regions are the stable regions [18]. On the other hand, if p is real, the

solution for Dp will tend to oo as t —* oo .

The unstable regions (in the plane (X, q)) are the regions in which the values of

X and q correspond to real values of p . The boundary curves of these regions are

symmetric about the X axis. On the other hand, we assume that

+£2r2(e(2)-e(1))2
Q =

2(1 + p){e(2] + £(l>

are small (which is a good approximation to high frequency fields or large wave

numbers). Then, following Morse and Feshbach [14], one can show that the solution

of Eq. (4.3) will be bounded as t —► oo provided that q and X satisfy the following

inequality:

4q2 — 32(1 - X)q + 32A(1 - X) > 0, (4.7)
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or

k4F*4(?{2) -?(1Y \6k2F*2(?{2) -?{l))2( \ -X)k E %, % , - l6kE (£ ^ I + 32A( 1 - A) > 0. (4.8)

(1 + p)2(e{2)-e{l])2 (1 + /?)(e(2) + e(l))

Also, if fiE^'(t)E[0l\t) + X> 0 and

fJo
[pE(2){t)E^{t)+Afdt <( 64 ni)

n|)

4

(4.9)

then the solutions of Mathieu's equation (4.3) are stable.
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